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Introduction

- FIRMWIRE: an emulation platform for baseband processors
- Extensible, scalable, and automated dynamic analysis platform
- First to emulate Samsung and MediaTek’s basebands - 7 vulns found

2Image: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baseband_processor 
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Background

- What are basebands?
- Proprietary processors for 2G - 5G cellular protocols.
- Complex binary firmwares

- From million lines of code.
- Typically driven by RTOS, independent from APs.
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Background

- Over-The-Air exploits
- Remote code execution with 2G~5G
- Attacks with fake base station
- Can affect AP through IPC
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Background

- Baseband Over-The-Air vulnerabilities
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bhs054ma5OQ


Test Approaches

- Over-The-Air testing
- Lack of information - e.g., crash information

- Change running firmware?
- Heavily protected: cannot debug or modify
- Therefore, firmware = black-box.

- Manual analysis
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Previous Approaches

- Automated approaches
- Static analysis
- Emulate and fuzz
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Previous Approaches

- Static Analysis
- Done for specific components of the firmware
- Suffers from a lot of false positives
- Paper: BaseSPEC

8Kim et al., “BaseSpec: Comparative Analysis of Baseband Software and Cellular Specifications for L3 Protocols,” in NDSS 2021.



Previous Approaches

- Emulate and fuzz
- Partial emulation and fuzz

- BaseSAFE: Individual parsers
- Exploring the MediaTek baseband: QEMU + 

wrapper
- Fails to capture interactions with other portions of 

firmware

9Maier et al., “BaseSAFE: Baseband SAnitized Fuzzing through Emulation,” in ACM WiSec, 2020.
Grassi et al., “Exploring the MediaTek baseband,” in OffensiveCon, Feb. 2020.



Contributions

- FIRMWIRE: the first full emulation platform for baseband firmwares
- Enables dynamic analysis
- Emulates Samsung’s and Mediatek’s BPs

- 7 vulns found, 4 new
- Fuzzing, cross-platform RTOS introspection, task injection
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Design

- Vendor Plugins
- Analysis Core
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Design

- Vendor Plugins
- Load and parse raw firmware images
- Provide abstractions of images
- One-time semi-automated effort
- Main two parts

- Firmware loading and device 
selection

- Symbol discovery (PatternDB)
- FIRMWIRE APIs: lower manual effort
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Design

- Vendor Plugins - Supporting Multiple SoCs
- Define attributes of SoCs - e.g., peripherals, memory layout, etc.
- 6 SoCs from Samsung and MediaTek supported

- 12~33 lines of code
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Design

- Vendor Plugins - PatternDB
- Patterns for the location of important functions and data within the firmware

- Works without symbol tables
- Manually written

- Samsung: 18 patterns / MediaTek: 9 patterns
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Design

- Analysis Core
- Uses abstraction of firmware (e.g., function / data symbols)
- Enables automated baseband analysis
- Emulation core, ModKit
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Design

- Analysis Core - Emulation Core
- Emulates the firmware and peripherals
- Provide simple interface as cross-platform APIs
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Design

- Analysis Core - ModKit + Introspection
- Allows injection of data and code modules (e.g., enables fuzzing)
- Reuses existing baseband APIs in firmware

- Introspection with hooking baseband APIs
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- Vendor Plugins: raw firmware image → abstraction
- Analysis Core: abstraction → emulation

Design - Summary
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Evaluation

- Q1. Can a dynamic emulation platform aid security testing for baseband 
firmware?

- Q2. Is FIRMWIRE’s approach scalable?
- Q3. Are vulnerabilities discovered with FIRMWIRE real bugs affecting 

physical phones?
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Evaluation

- Q1. Security testing?
- Fuzz testing, comparative studies, and vulnerability 

analysis.
- 4 harnesses + coverage-guided fuzz testing

- Samsung: LTE RRC, GSM SM, GSM CC
- MediaTek: LTE RRC

- Discovered 7 vulnerabilities, 4 previously unknown
- 4 RRC, 1 SM, 2 CC
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Evaluation

- Q1. Security testing?
- Comparison with BaseSAFE
- Low per-task coverage for fuzzed images (1~3.5% for RRC, 14~20% for CC)
- Higher coverage than the manual harness of BaseSAFE, but lower coverage than automated 

harnesses
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Evaluation

- Q2. Is FIRMWIRE’s approach scalable?
- Collected firmwares, booted them, and performed a large-scale vulnerability study.
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Evaluation

- Q2. Is FIRMWIRE’s approach scalable?
- Large-scale study
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Evaluation

- Q2. Is FIRMWIRE’s approach scalable?
- Large-scale study
- SM Bug (Ground Truth)
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Evaluation

- Q2. Is FIRMWIRE’s approach scalable?
- Large-scale study
- CC #1
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Evaluation

- Q2. Is FIRMWIRE’s approach scalable?
- Large-scale study
- RRC Bugs
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Evaluation

- Q2. Is FIRMWIRE’s approach scalable?
- Large-scale study
- RRC #1
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Evaluation

- Q3. Are vulnerabilities discovered with FIRMWIRE real bugs affecting 
physical phones?

- Replayed crashing fuzz inputs over-the-air with fake base stations.
- No SIM credentials were required, making all attacks pre-authentication.
- All 7 vulnerabilities reproduced.
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Discussions and Limitations

- What about 5G Basebands?
- Reminder - Targets: RRC (4G), SM (2G), CC (2G)
- Claim: not many changes in the structure and interfaces, so can be easily applied.
- But, reverse engineering required: so future work.
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Discussions and Limitations

- More benefits of emulating baseband processors
- Symbolic execution
- Exploring other interfaces
- Integration with other environments such as Radio Access Networks (RANs)
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Conclusion

- Contributions
- FIRMWIRE: the first full firmware rehosting platform for baseband firmwares

- Enables dynamic analysis
- Emulates Samsung’s and Mediatek’s BPs

- 4 new remote pre-authentication vulnerabilities found
- However,

- Limited in targets: no Qualcomm’s, no 5G (requires reverse engineering)
- Not scalable to other vendors: need to write vendor plugins
- No SIM authentication possible: only pre-authentication vulnerabilities found
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Related Works

- Static Analysis
- BASESPEC (NDSS ‘21): comparison - spec vs firmware

- Black-box fuzzing
- LTEFuzz (IEEE S&P ‘19), DoLTEst (USENIX ‘22)

- Emulate and Fuzz
- Partial emulation
- BaseSAFE (WiSec ‘20)

- Parsers in basebands
- Exploring the MediaTek Baseband (OffensiveCon ‘20)

- QEMU + C wrappers - call target functions
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Related Works

- Firmware Rehosting
- Done in many other targets
- Embedded systems: JetSet (USENIX ‘21), HALucinator (USENIX ‘20), …
- Automotives: MetaEMU (CCS ‘22)
- Tools: Avatar², Firmadyne, SURROGATES, PROSPECT, …
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Best Questions

- Q1. How serious (effect on people’s lives, likelihood of attack) are the bugs 
found by FIRMWIRE? Are baseband attacks a real threat? (Sujin Han)

- Q2. What’s their idea to emulate boot process which previous work didn’t do? 
(Haein Lee)

- Q3. How hard would it be to combine extracted state-automata for each of the 
protocols with FIRMWIRE’s fuzzing? (Olav Lamberts)
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Best Questions

- Q1. How serious (effect on people’s lives, likelihood of attack) are the bugs 
found by FIRMWIRE? Are baseband attacks a real threat? (Sujin Han)

- A1. These attacks can be serious since they can be performed in wide 
ranges. For example, attackers can set up high-power fake cell towers and 
perform the attack, and victims within the cell towers’ ranges can be affected.
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Best Questions

- Q2. What’s their idea to emulate boot process which previous work didn’t do? 
(Haein Lee)

- A2. They emulated boot process to achieve full emulation, initializing 
baseband. For example, BaseSAFE and BaseSpec needs to manually write 
respective baseband states to avoid false positives caused by uninitialized 
baseband.
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Best Questions

- Q3. How hard would it be to combine extracted state-automata for each of the 
protocols with FIRMWIRE’s fuzzing? (Olav Lamberts)

- A3. Combining state-aware fuzzing may not be difficult, but finding states in 
baseband firmwares to be used in FIRMWIRE will need correct reverse 
engineering process to find these states. But, one might use protocol 
responses as states, and it will not be an issue.
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Other Questions

- Since all the bugs discovered by FIRMWIRE were reachable 
pre-authentication, can FIRMWIRE also test bugs that require authentication?

- Do you think we can apply this dynamic emulation platform to other 
embedded system rather than baseband?

- Is the FIRMWIRE scalable for other vendors?
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